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These examples are based on actual claims with specific traveller details changed to protect privacy.

62-year-old Female: Bee Stings While Ziplining Led to Hospital Stay

Claire went on vacation with her family to Costa Rica. While ziplining through the rain forest, she went through a swarm of bees and 
was stung multiple times. An ambulance rushed her to the ER, where she stayed overnight. She left with antibiotics and was able to 
continue on her trip as planned.

Ambulance fees..............................................................$450.00
Hospital fees ............................................................... $4,300.50
Doctors’ fees ..................……..……………...……..………......$350.72

Prescriptions .................................................................. $117.80  
Provincial medical ......................................................... -$80.00
Amount paid by TuGo ....……........................ $5,139.02

65-year-old Male: Mushroom Poisoning on Camping Trip Led to Hospitalization

Patricia and John went camping in Oregon. While on a hike, they ate some wild mushrooms that looked edible. However, the 
mushrooms were poisonous, causing John to experience severe gastric upset. He was taken to the nearest ER, then to a larger 
hospital. He stayed in the hospital for a week while doctors did bloodwork and took stool samples. John was released and returned 
home once the effects of the poison wore off.

Ambulance fees ......................………………………...…… $7,880.00
Hospital fees ............................................................ $81,599.10
Doctors’ fees ............................................................... $2,135.22

Pathology fees ............................................................... $550.67
Provincial medical ...................................................... - $414.00
Amount paid by TuGo .………....................... $91,750.99

65-year-old Male: Cardiac Arrest Led to Hospital Stay

Alejandro had just crossed the US/Canada border on his bike when he went into cardiac arrest. He was rushed by air ambulance to  
the nearest hospital, where he stayed for 5 days. Alejandro was then transferred back to Canada by a ground ambulance, for 
further treatment.

Air ambulance fees ...........………………………….…….. $21,500.00
Hospital fees ............………………………………..……… $271,012.05
Doctors’ and ancillary fees .........…………………….... $40,008.90

Ambulance fee ........................…………………………..…. $5,000.00 
Provincial medical ................................................... - $2,000.00
Amount paid by TuGo  .………....................  $335,520.95
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79-year-old Male: Heart Attack Led to Return Home from Tour

Jason was touring with his band in the UK. One night after a show, security found him unresponsive in his bathtub. Jason was 
rushed to the hospital by ambulance, and was diagnosed with having a heart attack. He stayed in the hospital for 22 days, but due 
to ongoing medical issues, he was then airlifted back to Canada for further treatment.

Ambulance fees  ........................…………….…………..… $1,100.00
Hospital fees ............................................................ $49,200.12
Air ambulance fees ................................................. $58,800.00 

Provincial medical ................................................... - $1,650.00 
Amount paid by TuGo .………..................... $107,450.12

These examples are based on actual claims with specific traveller details changed to protect privacy.

73-year-old Male: Stroke Led to Slurred Speech and Weakness 

Oliver was on vacation with his wife in Arizona when he suddenly experienced weakness and slurred speech. Although his 
symptoms only lasted 15 minutes, Oliver’s wife was still concerned that he’d had a stroke, so she called an ambulance. He  
was sent to the ER and diagnosed with a mini stroke (TIA). Oliver left the hospital later that day with a prescription, and returned 
home on schedule.

Ambulance fees  .......................……………………………..…$798.45
Hospital fees .............................................................$16,062.10
Doctors’ fees ............................................................. $2,434.03
Radiology fees  ........................................................... $1,012.00 

Prescriptions .....................................................................$13.99 
Provincial medical........................................................- $353.00 
Amount paid by TuGo .……….......................  $19,967.57
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